Executive Overview
DragonSB is the first Metaverse MMORPG game built on the Terra Protocol. The game is
based on a wildly popular platform: the Binance Smart Chain. With DragonSB, players
control warrior dragons. In the game, players engage in thrilling battles and discover an
entirely new environment - the world of dragons!
In this world, the player engages in fierce battles, kills vicious beasts with bestowed
superpowers, and earns SB and NFTs. Additionally, the player can transfer in-game NFTs to
out-game NFTs. This transfer makes trading, staking, and farming for SB possible. These
actions promote an increase in earnings.

With the combination of NFT and DeFi, users can accumulate earnings while entertaining
themselves!
DragonSB was built with the Unreal Engine. This means that players will enjoy 3D visuals,
state-of-the-art interactive effects with high visual quality and smooth motion, all combined
with artificial intelligence (AI) to control the actions of the dragon character in the game.
DragonSB connects millions of players from around the globe. It is equipped with a diverse
ecosystem and provides the opportunity to play for money.

THE PLOT

Many years ago, there was a kingdom of dragons. The dragons lived together in a
magnificent period of time. The kingdom of dragons became the most powerful of
kingdoms!
Humans appeared and changed everything. Conflicts began to break out in the kingdom.
Chaos, terror and bloodshed were the order of the day. The kingdom of dragons would
eventually split into two main factions: the good and the evil.
Leading the evil faction was the dark dragon lord. It was the dark dragon lord’s goal to rule
the entire world. He built an army to lead. He plotted to destroy the opposing dragons and
to rule over all things.
With his power, the dark dragon lord turned the kingdom to darkness. The dark lord
planned to attack and defeat the good faction and to take complete control on the throne
of power. To fight against the dark forces, the good dragons banded together in battle.
Though not as powerful as dark dragons, the dragon warriors acquired the intelligence of
humans. The good trained and became skilled dragon warriors. And so the war began
between the evil dragons and the good dragons.

In the game, players are transformed into ancient humans. These humans train, provide
upgrades of equipment and control the dragon warriors. The ultimate goal: to destroy the
dark dragon lord’s army and his scheme to rule the entire world.

Player vs. Player

GamePlay

Enter the arena and join in the battle. The player battles alone or with teammates. Wager a
bet on the outcome. Use your talent and skills to conquer the opponent and earn SB tokens.
● Map: Fight with three modes: 1:1, 2:2, or 3:3. Whoever wins the battle will receive
the opponent's wager.
● Character: Prior to battle, the player will choose a dragon. Each type of dragon will
possess strengths and weaknesses. Choose the dragon you want to control and fight
against the opponent.
● Battle: Choose your battle. The system is set to automatically locate and match the
player with suitable opponents.
Reward: To be victorious in the battle means that your reward is the lot of tokens in
the bet.

Resource System

Players use SB to buy in-game items, such as combat instruments, precious gems, and skill
books. The strong warrior dragon will be prepared for battle against the evil dragon enemy.

NFT Marketplace
All in-game items can be transferred out of game for trading and vice versa. When a player
buys DragonSB items from any NFT marketplace, it can be easily imported into and used in
the game. Players create valuable items by playing games to sell to the market. Other
players might want to own a powerful warrior dragon without spending the time to play
the game. In this situation, the player can buy a battle-ready dragon through the NFT
market and import it into the game.

Technology
DragonSB is built with Epic Games Unreal Engine 4.26.
DragonSB's development team chose UE4 to create the game
because of the in-game experiences that this engine provides.
This engine utilizes a balance between C++ and Blueprints.
Smooth, fluid, seamless running with no stuttering, brilliant
visual effects, and environmentally resource-friendly
consumption are all part of the experience with UE4.

Tokenomics
SB is the nucleus of DragonSB's ecosystem. SB is the primary currency in the game. It is used
to buy in-game items such as dragons, combat equipment, precious gems, and skill books.
In addition to buying items, SB is also used to wager bets before each match. The winning
team will receive the opponent's SB as a reward.
Outside of the game, users can use SB for staking and farming. In addition, the DragonSB
team will use 70% of the profits from the products in the ecosystem to buy back SB and
burn. This action will reduce the supply and increase the value of SB.

Token Metrics
Token name

DragonSB

Ticker

SB

Type

CW-20 and BEP-20

Total Supply

100 million

Token Vesting

Roadmap
Concept development
Whitepaper
Game concept
Website
Gameplot building
Character design
Story building
Public Sale: IDO, CEX & DEX Listing
Beta Game Testing
NFT Marketplace
World Boss
Resource System
Staking, Farming

Release game version 1.0
PvP
Update Map
More Dragon

Mobile Version
Android and iOS
VR support

https://dragonsb.Finance

https://t.me/DragonSB_finance

https://twitter.com/DragonSBFinance
https://sb-dragon.gitbook.io/

